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2.4GHz RF Wireless Anti-Stress Gel Mouse
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The Adesso iMouse E60- Wireless Anti-Stress Gel Mouse, is
a gel mouse that conforms to your hand’s curves to reduce
stress, relieve tightness in finger joints and overall is just more
comforting than the average mouse. The soft malleable surface
Specifications:
will bring endless comfort to your palm, letting you work for long
Tracking Method
hours without pain. The wireless feature allows you to avoid
Connectivity
tangles that may be common for any other mouse. This beautiful Range
stylish-mouse comes in various different colors for your choosing DPI Resolution
Buttons
making it perfect for adding a bit of flair or brightness to your
desktop environment!
Hand Orientation
2.4 GHz RF Wireless Technology with On/Off Switch
This mouse works at any angle with a range of up to 30 ft.
with no wires to get tangled. The On/Off switch helps
conserve battery power plus the low battery indicator helps
you know when it is time to change batteries.

Ergonomic Soft Multiple Colors Available
Gel Surface

Optical Sensor
2.4 GHz RF Wireless Technology
30 ft. (10m)
1000 DPI
3 Buttons (Left & Right, Scroll Wheel and
Middle Button)
Right
1AA Battery
4.3” x 2.6“ x 1.4” (110 x 65x 35mm)
0.15 lb. (72.02g)

Power
Dimensions
Weight
Requirements:

Windows® 8 / 7 / Vista / XP / 2000
Mac® OS X 10.4 & above
USB Port for Wireless Receiver

Operating System
Connectivity Interface

Ergonomic Soft Gel Surface
The soft malleable surface provides better support for your
palm, wrist, finger-joints and will bring endless comfort for
many working hours. Massage your hands while working!
Multiple Colors Available
Add a bit off brightness or flair to your desktop environment
with the availability of being able to choose from 6 different
.colors! Guaranteed to add a little extra color to your work
area!

Optical Sensor

Includes:
TM

Adesso iMouse E60
USB Wireless Receiver
1 AA Battery
Quick Start Guide
Shipping Information:
Item

UPC Code

iMouse E60G

783750007191

TM

Package Dimensions Package Weight Qty/Carton

Optical Sensor
No driver required for the built in optical sensor which naturally
offers a 1000 DPI resolution with fast accurate navigation!

Windows 8
Compatible

7.9” x 4.0” x 2.2”

0.5 lb.
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